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Introduction 
Several of the theorems in the present paper were suggested to the 
author by consideration of H. H. ABu EL MAKAREM's papers [l] and [2]. 
It is shown that some of Abu El Makarem's results- for example, [2] 
theorems IV to VII, with their corollaries, and theorems XIII-XXII, 
-are particular cases of more general theorems, established in this paper. 
In order to establish one of our results, a type of convergence and 
limit intermediate between p- and ~-convergence and limit ([3] 283, 287; 
302, 305) is required; and certain properties of this convergence are 
obtained. 
Definition l. If cp<f3<1X*, and cp<.IX, and if x1")(n= l, 2, ... ) in 
IX satisfies the condition that to every s > 0 and every {31X-bounded set 
([3], 293, 10.4)· U in f3 corresponds a number N(s. U) such that 
00 
I "' u (x(v) - x(q)) I ,;::: ~ L.., 'k k k ""' c. 
k-1 
for every u in U, and p, q-:>N, then x(n) is said to be semi-strongly projective 
convergent (s.s. p-cgt) relative to {3, or s.s. IX{3-cgt. 
Since f3 <IX*, {3* >IX**> IX; and since IX> cp we have cp <IX< {3*. Thus 
every p-bd. set in f3 is {31X-bd., and hence p-cgce implies s.s. p-cgce. (For 
notation, see [3], 275 and 302). -
In particular, if IX= {3*, s.s. p- and z:-cgce coincide. 
Definition 2. If (i) x E {3* and (ii) to every {31X-bd. set U in {3, and 
every s > 0, corresponds a number N(s, U) such that, for every u in U, 
I I u~c( xkn) -X ~c) I < s for n > N, x is called the s .s. IX{3 limit of x(n). 
k 
We now prove a theorem required in the sequel. 
Theorem I. If every point in f3 is the s.s. {31X limit of its sections in {3, 
then sequences of points in IX which are both IX{3-bd. and c-cgt ( [3], 283) are 
1X{3-cgt. 
([3], 308 (10.6. I.) is a special case of this theorem, and is similarly 
proved. 
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Proof. Let x<Pl (p= 1, 2, ... ) be any a,B-bd. and c-cgt. sequence of 
points in a. Then if u in ,8 has sections u<•l ( [3], 289) we have, from the 
hypothesis, 
00 00 
{i) II(u)tl-u,JxJrll~l I u,xJrlj~~for s~N(s)(p=1,2 ... ). k~l k~s+l 4 
Selecting a fixed s>N, we have 
00 s 00 00 
I I (xJrl- xj,ql) u" I~ I I (xi!'- xf:ql) uk I+ I I xJrl uk I+ I I Xkq) uk I· 
k~l k~l k~s+l k~s+l 
By c-convergence of x<Pl we may make the first sum on the right < s/2 
for p, q>M(s). Thus, from (i), and for p, q>M, 
00 I I (xiJ'l-xf:ql) ukl ~e, 
k~l 
and hence x1"l is af3-cgt. This proves the theorem. 
We next establish our main theorem. 
Theorem II. If (i) all points in a (>c/>) and all points in ,8* are the 
?:.-limits of their sections in these spaces, and (ii) A<Pl (p= I, 2, ... )is a p-bd. 
and c-cgt. sequence of matrices in the matrix space a-+ ,8 ([4], 325), then 
A <Pl is a -+ ,8 cgt. 
Proof. Let x be any sequence in a, and let y<P> =A <Plx, so that 
00 
y!J:l = I a!J:.lk xk, where A <Pl -- (a!J:.lk). 
k~l 
Then, from (ii), y<Pl (p =I, 2, ... ) is p-hd. in ,B. 
00 
Now, for a fixed n, y)~l = I a~lkxk; hence, from [3], 293, line ll, ly!J:ll < rn 
k~l 
for every p, ( n = 1, 2, ... ) , and it follows that the set of all points 
(a!J:.\, a!J:.l2 , a!J:.l3 ••• ), (p= 1, 2, ... ) is a* a-bounded for every fixed n, and is 
also c-cgt. by hypothesis. 
Now since every point in a is the ~-limit of its sections, and thus, by 
Theorem I (replacing a by a* and ,8 by a), the set of points (a!J:.l1 , a!J:.l2 , ••• ) 
(p = 1, 2, ... ) is a* a-cgt., it follows that y<Pl is c-cgt. for all n. 
We now have that y<Pl is p-hd. and c-cgt. Hence, from [3] 308 (10.6. I.) 
and condition (i) of the theorem, y<Pl is p-cgt. 
Thus, by definition, A<Pl is a->- ,8 cgt., and the theorem is proved. 
We may take a to be any one of cf>, a, ar (r> I) ([3], 307) and f3 to be 
any one of cf>, a, ar, or any space of which the dual space is a1 (e.g., a00 , T, Z). 
Thus, as stated in the introduction, certain results in [2] are seen to 
be special cases of this theorem, e.g., XI (a-+ ar cgce) follows from IV 
in the same paper, XI cor. (ar-+ 4> cgce.) from IV cor., XII (ar-+ a00 , 
r, Z cgce.) from V, and XII cor. (a1 -+ a.) cgce.) from V cor. 
Other results on p-cgce. may be obtained from the corresponding 
theorems on p-boundedness- and conversely, the elimination of the 
c-cgce. requirement from the p-cgce. conditions may indicate the con-
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ditions for p-boundedness; e.g., [2], theorems VI, VIII, VIII cor., give the 
corresponding result. 
Theorem III. If (i) (3 is any sequence space in which p-boundedness 
and c-cgce. imply p-cgce., (ii) the set of row vectors of the matrices A (p) (a:rl~c) 
in 1X _,. (3 are, for all fixed n, and p= 1, 2, ... , 1X*1X-cgt., and (iii) these 
matrices are p-bd. in 1X _,. (3, then these matrices are p-cgt. in 1X _,. (3. 
The proof is obvious, since our conditions on the A (p) ensure that, if 
x E 1X, then y!Pl _ A(Plx is a p-hd. and c-cgt. sequence, and thus p-cgt. 
by hypothesis. In particular, if 1X = a00 , then 1X* = av and the conditions 
00 
on the matrix rows, for variable p, are (i) c-cgce. (ii) 1 la:rl~cl is uniformly 
k-1 
cgt. with respect to p, for all fixed n. ([3], 310, (10.6. VI)). 
An example of this theorem is _L(a00 ). The condition for p-boundedness 
in this space is given in [2], VII, and those for convergence in [4], 333, 
(6.6. X). 
Theorem IV. If 1X is perfect, and if p and ;e-convergence coincide in 
1X* and in (3, then p, l.p., r.p and r.-cgce. coincide in 1X _,. (3. 
(See [4], 325; [2] 491-2, definitions 16, 17, 18.} 
We need only establish that p-cgce. in 1X ->- (3 implies ;e-cgce. The 
result will then follow, since ~-cgce. implies l.p. and r.p. and thus p-cgce. 
Let x be a sequence in a p-hd. set X in 1X, A (p) - (a:rl~c) be a p-cgt. set 
of matrices in 1X _,. (3, and u a sequence in a p-bd. set U in (3*. Also let 
y(P) = A (Plx, so that 
00 
Y(P) = "" a(P) x n .L, n.k k• 
k-1 
The sequence of points y(l), y!2l, ••. is p-cgt. in (3 for every fixed x; and 
hence, by hypothesis, p-cgt. 
Thus • 
00 00 
11un 1 (a:rlk-a~~lk)xk l<s, for p,q~N(s,U,x) 
n-1 lc-1 
By [4], 284, (6.2. II) we may write this 
00 00 
I 1 xk 1 (a:rlk- a~;lk) un I< s, for p, q ~ N (s, U, x) 
k-1 n-1 
Moreover, if 1 a:::lkun- vJrl, then {vJrl} is in 1X*, by [4], 284, (6.2. II), (c). 
n 
Also, by [4], 326, (6.6. I), the A(Pl' are p-cgt. in (3* _,. 1X*, so that the 
v(P) are p-cgt. in 1X*. 
They are thus, by hypothesis, p-cgt., and hence, since X is p-bd. in 1X, 
we now have -
I _Lxk 1 (a:::lk-a~;lk) Uu I< s for p,q ~ N (s, U,X) 
k n 
But, from above, the left hand expression may be summed in reverse 
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order; and we thus have 
I ~:Un .2 (a:r,lk-a~~llc) xkJ ~ s for p, q ~ N (s, U, X). 
n k 
This proves the theorem. 
Special cases of this theorem occur in [2], where the coincidence of 
these types of convergence is shown in the cases a -+ cf> (XVII), a -+ a1 
(XVIII), aoo-+ cf> (XVIII cor.), cf>-+ a1 (XIX), and aoo-+ a (XX). As 
examples, a may be any one of cf>, a, a00 , and f3 may be cf>, a, a1 or any 
convergence-free space. 
([3], 304-5; cf. [4], 342 (6.8. II) and (6.8. III).) 
We have, by arguments similar to the above, the two weaker theorem!> 
following: 
Theorem V. If a is perfect, and p- and p-cgce. coincide in a*, then 
r.p. and r:.-cgce. coincide in a-+ (3. -
Theorem VI. If p and p-cgce. coincide in (3, then l. p and p-cgce. 
- -coincide in a -+ {3. 
For two special cases, see [2], XXI and XXII. (a-+ a,, Th. V above. 
a,-+ cf>, Th. VI.) 
Theorems IV, V and VI above should be carefully compared with 
[4], 338, (6.7. III), (6.7. IV), (6.7. V). 
We may give also a simple theorem of a negative nature. We establish 
first the following result. 
Lemma. All sequences in a space (3 may be derived by the application 
to a single sequence X= {xk}, (x# 0), in a space a, of matrices in a-+ {3. 
If the first non-zero element of xis x,., it is clear that the matrix whose 
rth column vector is {Yn}fx., where {Yn} is an arbitrary sequence in (3, 
and all of whose other elements are zero, lies in a -+ {3. The lemma follows 
immediately. 
Consequently, given any p-cgt. sequence of points in (3, a sequence 
of such matrices exists in a -+ f3 which will transform a given point x 
in a into this p-cgt. sequence in (3. 
Theorem VII. If p- and p-cgce. do not coincide in {3, they do not 
coincide in a-+ {3. -
For, by hypothesis, a (3-cgt. sequence y(vl exists which is not ~-cgt., 
and this may be formed, as in the lemma, by a sequence of matrices A (pJ 
with one non-zero column, operating in turn upon a single sequence 
x = {xk} in a. If x' = {x~} is any other sequence in a, and if y(PJ =A (Plx, 
then y'(vl _ A (Plx' = (x~Jxk)y(vl and is thus also p-cgt. 
We have now shown that A(vl is a-+ (3 cgt. It is not, however, r.p. cgt. 
by hypothesis. (This would imply (3-cgce. of A (Plx). So, a fortiori, it is 
not e_-cgt. ""' 
The next few theorems concern various cases of p-boundedness in 
38 Series A 
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sequence spaces, and provide simple generalisations of theorems in [2], 
as stated in the introduction. 
We recall that a setS of matrices A = (an. k) in x --+ (3 is x --+ (3 bounded if 
:LI~IIu,Ia,kx,J-s;;r(u,x) for any AES, xEx, uE(3*. 
n k ([4], 325, §6.6. (iii)). 
Theorem VIII. If (3* =cf>, and x contains cf>, then a setS of matrices 
A= (a,, k) in x--+ (3 is x--+ J3 bounded if, and only if, for every fixed n, the 
set of all nth row vectors of the matrices of S is an x*x-bounded set. 
The condition is necessary to ensure "coordinate" boundedness of 
y =Ax; i.e., to ensure that Jy,J <rn for every n and for all A ES. (See 
[3], 293, § 10.4.) 
It is also sufficient. For, if u = {un} is in cf>, and of length l ( [3], 282), then 
00 00 7 
Ll = I I u, I a,k Xk I = I I Un Yn I' 
u-1 k-1 n-1 
where Jy,J < M,.(x) for all A E S (by x*x-boundedness). 
l 
Thus Ll < I M,(x)Junl .;;;;r(u, x). 
n-1 
This proves the theorem. 
Cor. A set S in 4>--+ (3 is 4>--+ (3 bounded if, and only if, for every fixed 
k, the set of kth column vectors of the matrices of S is {J-bounded. 
For, if l is the length of x E cf>, and if u E (3*, then 
00 l l 00 
L1 = I I u" I a,k xk I = I I xk I a.,." uk I· 
n-1 k-1 k-1 n-1 
The result then follows as in the theorem. 
Theorem IX. If (3*=a, and x>cf>, a setS in x--+ (3 is x--+ (3 bd. 
if, and only if, the row vectors (a.,.. v a.,., 2 ••• )of all A E S form an x*x-bd. set 
for every fixed n, and columns are of collectively bounded length. 
For, if the greatest length of any column of A is l, then 
l 00 l 
Ll ""' I I Un I ank X7c I ~ I I u,. Yn I' 
n=1 k-1 n-1 
say, where they, form a bounded set for every n, and the result follows 
as in theorem VIII. Conversely, if columns are not collectively bounded 
in length, y will.not be cf>-bd. (cf. [3], 297, (10.4. II)). 
Cor. A set S in a--+ (3 is a--+ (3 bounded if, and only if, the column 
vectors (a1k, a2k, ..• ), where A (a,,k) ES, form (3-bounded sets for every 
fixed k, and rows are collectively bounded in length. 
This follows similarly to Theorem IX on changing the order of sum-
mation in Ll. 
Theorem X. If (3* = av and x contains cf>, a setS in x--+ (3 is x--+ (3-
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bounded if, and only if, the set of all row vectors of matrices inS is iX*iX-
bounded. 
For, if (an, ~c) represents any matrix in S, and Yn = 2 a11k x7c, then 
k 
00 00 00 00 
L1 :co· I 2 Un 2 ank xk I ~ 2 I Unll Yn I ~ M 2 I Un I 
n~I k=I n=I n=I 
if the condition is satisfied; and as u is in a1 the result follows. 
Conversely, if the rows are ~X*~X-bd. for fixed n only (and this is a 
necessary condition for what has been referred to above as coordinate 
boundedness of y), they will not satisfy the condition for p-boundedness, 
IYnl <,M. ([3], 298, (10.4. III)). 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
Cor. A setS in a1 -)- fJ is a1 --+ fJ bounded if, and only if, column vectors 
of matrices in S form a fJ-bounded set. 
For, a1 is perfect, whence a00 = ai is regular under aia1-convergence. 
Let A = (an, ~c) be any matrix in S; then A applies absolutely to every 
x in av and j3 _ Aa1 < {J. Thus /3* > fJ*, and we may apply [ 4 ], 284, (6.2. II) 
to justify changing the order of summation in the repeated series 
co 00 
12 Un 2 an,k X~cl· 
n=I k=I 
But since the matrix A is an arbitrary matrix of S, the order may be 
changed for all such matrices; and the result then follows as in the theorem. 
In the next theorem, the terms "linear operator" and "bound of a 
linear operator" are used in the sense of the definitions given in [3], 319; 
i.e., the operator is to be distributive and continuous under d-convergence 
( [3], 315). 
Theorem XI. If fJ* =a. (1 < s < oo) and iX is a normed metric space 
containing cfo, in which d-convergence implies p-convergence, a set S of 
matrices in iX --+ fJ is iX --+ fJ-bd. if, and only if, the bounds of the matrices 
of S, considered as linear operators, form a bounded set. 
We first show that the matrices of S may in fact be regarded as linear 
operators, in the above sense. Let 1/r+ 1/s= l. 
If all elements of A - (an, ~c) in iX --+ fJ are replaced by zeros for n > p, 
and we call the resulting matrix A'vl(p=1, 2, ... ),then, since fJ<fJ**=aT, 
taking the norm of aT in fJ we have; if llx-x'mlll--+ 0, where x, x'ml E iX, 
as m --+ oo, then 
p II A (p) X- A (p) x(m) II = ( 21 2 ank Xk- 2 anlc xJcml J')llr--+ 0, 
n=1 k k 
as m --+ oo, from p-cgce., since rows of A (vl are in ~X*. 
00 
But II A (vl x- Ax W = 2 I 2 ank xk IT--+ 0 as p--+ oo, so that the matrices 
n=p+I k 
are linear operators. 
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It follows, from [3], 319, (10. 9. II) and the definition of norm in a,, that 
00 00 
I I Ian.kx~oi'<M'A.IIxW for some MA>O and 
n~l k~l 
for every X in iX. If, for all A inS, MA .;;;.M, we thus obtain 
00 
I I Ian.kxki<M'IIxll'· 
n~l k 
Now 
Ll ==I I Un I an. k xk I <(I I Un Is) lis (I I I an. k xk nl/r 
n k n n k 
by Holder's inequality; and as u is in as, and thus I lunl 8 = U8 <oo, say, 
n 
we now have, if the bounds of the matrices form a bounded set, as above, 
Ll <. UM[[x[[, for all A inS, and the setS is iX--+ ~-bd. as required. This 
proves sufficiency. 
To prove necessity, we have to show that, if 
Ll ==I I un I an. k xk I-"( N (u, x) 
n k · 
for all A in S, the bounds of the matrices A form a bounded set. 
Since this inequality implies that {I a:nkxk} is a a,-bd. set, we have, 
k 
by [3], 299, (10.4. V), 
(I I I ank xk l')llr-"( T(x) 
n k 
for all A in S, where T(x) is a positive number depending solely on x. 
Since the left hand expression [[Ax[[ in a,, it follows that, for all 
A in S, [[Ax[[ .;;;.T(x) and is finite for every x and all A in S. 
Thus if any sequence A tp) of matrices in S is selected, lim [[A tPlx[[ 
is finite. It follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem ( [3], 319, (10.9. III)) 
that the sequence {MP}, where MP is the bound of A tp), is bounded. 
Since A tPl is an arbitrary sequence in S, it follows that the set B of 
bounds of all matrices in S is a bounded set. 
This proves the theorem. 
Cor. If ~ is a normed metric space in which d-convergence implies 
p-convergence, a set S of matrices in a, --+ ~ is a, --+ ~ bounded if, and only 
if, the bounds of the transposes ([3], 5) of the matrices of S form a bounded set. 
This follows from the theorem on the application of [4], (6.2. II), as 
with theorem X. 
We conclude the paper with some theorems relating to s.s.-p-cgce. 
Theorem XII. If iX is normal and contains cp, s.S.-iX cgce. ~-cgce. 
By Allen's Theorem 3, [5], 375, we have that if iX contains cp and is 
normal, £X**--+ a00 =iX--+ a00 (since aoo is pedect). 
This implies that all matrices with rows in £X* such that the rows form 
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an .x*.x-bd. set are also matrices of which the rows form an .x*-bd. set, 
and conversely. Thus every enumerable set of .x*.x-bd. points is also 
.x*-bd. Hence all .x*.x-bd. SE)tS are .x*-bd.; for otherwise, from a non-
enumerable set of .x*.x~bd., b~t .riot .x*-bd. points we could select an enu-
merable subset which was not .x*-bd., contrary to what has been proved. 
It follows from the definition that in this case s.s . .x cgce. implies .x-cgce., 
and the theorem is proved. -
Theorem XIII. The necessary and sufficient condition that xrn) in 
.x should be s.s . .xfJ-cgt. is that, to every s > 0 and every fJ.x- bounded set U 
co 
in fJ, corresponds a number N(s, U) such that ! luk(xjfl -xlcq))l < s, for 
k~l 
every u in U, and p, q-;;.N, 
(See [3], 303, (10.5. I)). The proofs of this and the following theorems 
follow exactly on the lines of the corresponding theorems on .xfJ-con-
vergence, and will not therefore be given. -
Theorem XIV. Every sequence space is regular under s.s . .xfJ-cgce. 
(See [3], 305, (10.5. IV)). 
Theorem XV. If .xis closed under s.s . .xfJ-cgce., and xrn) is s.s . .xfJ-
cgt., the matrix xn.k- xlcn), with rows in .x, transforms any fJ.x-bounded 
set in fJ into a collectively bounded and collectively convergent set in r. 
(See [3] 303, l.l. 6-9; and 306). 
Theorem XVI. Under the condition of theorem XV, the matrix 
(x,., k) will transform any p-cgt. sequence in. fJ into a p-cgt. sequence in r. 
(See [4], 290, (2.2. IX)). -
In conclusion, I should like to thank Dr. R. G. CooKE for reading the 
manuscript, and for his several helpful suggestions. 
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